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Stakeholders Picture
Maritime Activity: Description

- Consulting enterprise
- Aim: optimize energy consumption and costs in ports and shipping companies
- To develop processes to reduce emissions, analyse alternative fuels, risk assessment studies
- 10 clean energy projects

- Research group on maritime renewable energy
- Aim: to develop and test prototypes to convert marine energy through electricity
- Support technology development of maritime energy & analyse the potential maritime areas to test the devices
- 2 tidal energy devices and 1 wave based technology

- Technological Center that supports the cooperation between University and Business
- Aim: produce Biogas supporting the circular economy
- Their main focus is to test the biogas on transportation sector
Stakeholders’ Perspective about MSP

MSP will **regulate** the maritime space

&

**Reduce the conflict** with other maritime sectors
Suggestions to improve the link between the sector and MSP

Improve and harmonize the administrative process and the requirements of different levels of government to get a permit

Ex: To install a prototype they need to get about 4 or 5 different permits from different organizations and TAKES TO LONG!
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